The significance of clinical markers in the prediction of hemodynamic and cardiac complications of capnoperitoneum in patients at risk.
The aim of this prospective study was to find out the predictive value of concomitant diseases of cardiovascular system (CVS), lungs and kidneys as well as metabolic diseases to be able to anticipate the potential origin of hemodynamic and cardiopulmonary complications as a result of insufflated CO2 peritoneum. The study investigated eleven patients at the anaesthetic risk of ASA III-IV and cardiac risk of NYHA II-III in whom elective laparoscopic surgical intervention had been indicated. We have found out that the significance of the increase in biologic ANP markers, catecholamines and PRA was not sufficient to signal the deepening of cardiac dysfunction, latent cardiac failure or hemodynamic disorder (p > 0.01). The courses of regression lines have shown the dependence on the increased IAP (intra-abdominal pressure) of capnoperitoneum in PRA and adrenaline. The reactions of biologic markers correlated with reactions of clinical hemodynamic markers of BP and HR. We have proved that the increased level of IAP causes a significant increase in CVP (p < 0.01) being one of the factors determining the preload of right ventricle (RV) and in coincidence with intact transpulmonary circulation also the optimal function of left ventricle (LV). Our investigation of peroperative clinical and biologic markers of hemodynamics and neuroendocrine response to operative stress and development of CO2 peritoneum has proved that the course of laparoscopic operations in patients in the risk group of ASA III-IV and NYHA III does not necessarily have to be deteriorated by complications. It can be assumed that increased values of biologic markers regulate the neurohumoral response in the physiologic range and do not predict a severe CVS dysfunction within its course. (Tab. 2, Fig. 3, Ref. 22.)